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Abstract 
 
 
 
Transformative Design: A Tale of Arabian Nights 
 
  
By Victoria M. Sanders, MFA Scene Design 
 
 
A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Fine Arts 
in Scene Design at Virginia Commonwealth University. 
 
 
Virginia Commonwealth University, 2014. 
 
 
Major Director: Ron Keller, Head of Design, VCU Theatre Department 
 
 
 
 
 
 This thesis is a description of the process of creating the scene design for the Theatre 
VCU production of Arabian Nights. It was directed by Gabriel Barre and the production ran 
April 11th – 27th, 2014.  It follows the preproduction, build and a final evaluation of the design 
and the process used in creating it.  
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Chapter 1 – Introduction 
 
 
 
 
 Two and a half years ago I decided it was time to continue my education and pursue my 
Master of Fine Arts in Scene Design.  The only problem with this plan was that I was quite 
happily employed as the Theater Manager and Resident Designer at Thomas Nelson Community 
College in Hampton, VA.  In order to keep my job and pursue further education, I needed to find 
a program close to home.  While there were colleges that were geographically closer that had 
theater programs, the Design Program at Virginia Commonwealth University had an outstanding 
reputation, so I decided to apply. 
 When I first met Ron Keller in his office at VCU, we discussed my situation, the 
requirements for the degree and how to fulfill those requirements while managing and designing 
at my own theater.  It was decided that I would do all of my practical assignments at TNCC, until 
my last semester, when I would design a show in Richmond.   
 The two and a half years passed quickly.  During that time I designed Cinderella, 
Dracula, The Sound of Music, Brigadoon, Midsummer Night’s Dream, The Mikado, and Cabaret 
in Hampton, and Into the Woods and Urinetown as purely paper projects.   
 In the fall of my final year at VCU, Ron told me that my design assignment would be 
Arabian Nights with our guest director Gabriel Barre.  I was excited about the script as fairy tales 
are my forte and my passion.  I would much rather design grand castles, dank dungeons or fairy 
glades than someone’s living room.  Ron handed me the script and off I went to discover where 
this particular journey would lead. 
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 The version of Arabian Nights we used for this production was adapted by Dominic 
Cooke for the Royal Shakespeare Company.   The action begins with the Prologue and we meet 
the King’s Vizier and his two daughters Shahrazad and Dinarzad.  It establishes Shahrazad as a 
teller of stories by showing her doing just that for her little sister Dinarzad.  We then move to the 
palace where we meet King Shahrayar, the king is established as a kind and benevolent ruler 
who deeply loves his beautiful Queen.  Unfortunately, the Queen takes a lover and the King 
promptly beheads both of them.  The King’s heart is then hardened towards all women, he vows 
to marry for one night only, and then put each new bride to death by beheading. This pattern 
continues for one thousand nights until Shahrazad intervenes. 
 The story then moves to the Vizier and his daughters, Shahrazad convinces her father to 
let her wed the King to save him, and the women of her country, from his anger.  After much 
disagreement, her father finally acquiesces and she is wed to King Shahrayar.   
 Before the wedding night, Shahrazad plans with her sister for Dinarzad to stay the night 
with her in the royal chamber. An hour before dawn, Dinarzad is to ask for her sister to tell her a 
story.   She does and we move onto the first of her stories. 
 This first story is that of Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves.  It tells of two brothers, Ali 
Baba who is poor and lives a meager life and Kasim who is rich and lives a life of luxury and 
ease.  One day, while out chopping wood, Ali Baba sees the forty thieves and their captain enter 
the secret cave of treasure which opens with the words “Open Sesame.” He enters the cave, 
gathers up as much gold as he can carry, and returns home to his wife.  The wife, not being the 
most intelligent of women, lets slip to her in-laws that they now have much gold.  Ali Baba tells 
Kasim the secret of the cave and Kasim goes off to take all the gold for himself.  While in the 
cave, he is so overcome with greed he forgets the magic words that open the door and is then 
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found by the thieves and promptly cut into pieces.  When Ali Baba finds out his brother is 
missing, he goes to the cave and finds his brother’s remains.  He brings them back with him, 
enlists the help of a clever maid and a poor tailor to cover up the murder and moves into his dead 
brother’s grand house.  The thieves discover the missing body and set off to track down whoever 
it is that knows the secret of their treasure cave. 
 With this cliffhanger, we then return to the palace and Shahrazad’s impending doom. We 
see the Headsman sharpening his sword, preparing to behead our heroine.  The King decides he 
must know how the story ends so grants Shahrazad a reprieve. The story of Ali Baba is then 
continued.  The Captain of the thieves disguises himself and finds his way to Ali Baba’s house 
where, professing to be a merchant, he gets invited to dinner,. He leaves his thieves, disguised as 
jars of oil, in the courtyard.  Ali Baba’s clever maid discovers this treachery, kills the thieves 
and, as part of an elaborate dance, kills the Captain and is then married to Ali Baba’s Son in a 
great celebration. 
 When we return to the royal bedchamber, Shahrayar is enraged that the hero of this story 
is the cunning maid, an unfortunate reminder of his first wife’s betrayal. Shahrazad is able to stay 
her execution by telling the King she will tell him a story that will make him laugh and bring joy 
to his heart, though skeptical, the King agrees and we go to the story of The Little Beggar. 
 This is the story of a Tailor and his wife who, encountering the Little Beggar while on a 
walk, bring him home to supper as they were so taken with him.  Unfortunately, the Little 
Beggar chokes on a fish bone while dining and the Tailor and his wife, afraid they will be 
blamed, for his death leave him on the doorstep of the Doctor.  The Doctor accidentally trips on 
the body, kicks it down the steps, and afraid of being blamed for his murder, drop him down the 
chimney of the Steward.  The Steward, thinking the body is a burglar, beats it with a stick.  
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Afraid of being blamed for his murder, he takes the body and leans it against a shop.  The 
Merchant, thinking he’s being attacked by the body, starts beating it and is caught by the 
Watchman. 
 The Merchant is ordered to be hanged, but just before his execution, all of the previous 
characters confess that they were the ones to actually kill the beggar.  Before they can be put to 
death, it is discovered that the Beggar is actually not dead, he spits out the fishbone and everyone 
goes free. 
 We then revisit the King and Shahrazad.  The King, while enjoying the story of the Little 
Beggar is suspicious that he is being tricked by Shahrazad but agrees to continue letting her live 
so he can hear her stories. 
 The next story is that of Es-Sindibad the Sailor. It begins with Es-Sindibad the Porter 
who, taking a break from carrying his heavy load, stops in front of a beautiful house and sings a 
catchy little tune.  He is summoned into the house where we discover several wealthy merchants 
dining and drinking.  This is the house of Es-Sindibad the Sailor, who, discovering he shares a 
name with the Porter, invites him for dinner and to hear the story of how he got his riches.   
 He tells the story of a man who, falling onto hard times, boards a ship to seek his fortune 
elsewhere.  Regrettably, he falls asleep when the ship is docked on a deserted island, and is left 
behind by the ship and his fellows.  He discovers the nest of a Rukh, a bird of immense size, and 
tying himself to the bird’s leg, leaves the island.  The Rukh drops him in a valley, covered by 
diamonds but sadly infested with venomous snakes.  When a leg of lamb is dropped next to him, 
he realizes he’s heard of this valley.  Merchants drop the legs down in the hope that the 
diamonds will stick to the meat and giant eagles will carry meat and diamonds back to their 
nests.  Es-Sindibad holds onto the meat and is carried off to the eagle’s nest.  He is then rescued 
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by the merchants and, with the diamonds he gathered while still in the valley, becomes a rich 
merchant himself.  The story over, he gives the Porter one hundred pieces of gold and they 
remain friends for the rest of their days. 
 Back at the palace, it seems the King’s heart may be thawing as he acknowledges that he 
won’t execute Shahrazad as long as her stories continue to amuse him.   
 The final story of Act I is that of Abu Hassan.  Abu Hassan is a wealthy man who at his 
wedding to a beautiful new wife, lets out a prodigious fart which shames him so much he leaves 
the country.  After having many adventures, he becomes homesick and so returns to his home.  
Unfortunately, he overhears a mother talking to her child about his historic fart and decides that 
his embarrassment is still so great he moves to India for the rest of his days.   
 Act I ends with Shahrayar and Shahrazad in bed, when Shahrazad asks the King if he 
enjoyed the story, his response is only his laughter, the first laughter in the palace since his first 
wife’s betrayal. 
 Act II jumps right into its first story, about a wife who would not eat.  It begins with the 
audience seeing Sidi Nu’uman riding a white horse around the square beating it furiously.  When 
questioned, Sidi tells his story to the Caliph.  Sidi has married a beautiful woman, Amina, who 
he had never seen or met.  When they sat down to eat their meal of rice, Amina only ate hers, 
grain by grain with a pair of tweezers.  After witnessing this behavior for several days, Sidi 
decided to watch over Amina and see what she did at night.  He followed her to a graveyard 
where, to his horror, his wife was eating corpses with a ghoul!  When he confronted Amina, it 
was discovered that she is actually an evil sorceress and she turned him into a dog.  Escaping 
from his treacherous wife, Sidi fiound his way to the shop of a friendly baker where he was 
discovered by a good sorceress who knew he was a human under a spell.  The kind sorceress 
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returned him to human form and gave him a potion to punish Amina.  Sidi threw the potion over 
Amina and turned her into a white horse.  When Sidi finished his story, the Calif told him that, 
while he understood the urge to beat the horse, he was to be merciful to her from now on. 
 The scene then returns to Shahrazad and the King. When he accuses her of using trickery 
to keep her head on her shoulders, she refuses to speak. She is finally convinced to begin a new 
story but only after warning the king that one day her well of stories may run dry. 
 The final story is that of the envious sisters.  It tells of three sisters whiling away the time 
talking of who they wish to marry.  One wishes to marry the king’s baker, one his cook, and the 
youngest the king himself.  Unknown to them, the king is watching and he grants their wishes.  
One is married in the bakery, one in the kitchen and the youngest in the royal gardens.  This fills 
the hearts of the older sisters with envy and they hatch a plan to punish their sister for her good 
fortune. 
 When the queen becomes pregnant they offer to be her midwives and, after the birth, 
float the baby down a stream and tell the King that his wife gave birth to a dead cat. This 
continues with the next two babies being replaced by a dead dog and a chunk of wood.  The 
King, in a rage, sentences his wife to imprisonment. 
 The sisters do not know that the babies were discovered by the Steward of the King’s 
Garden and raised, with love, by him and his wife as if they were their own.  After the Steward’s 
death, the daughter and her brothers each go on a journey to discover who they are.  They bring 
back with them a singing tree, a golden fountain and a talking bird.  When the King comes to 
dinner, the bird reveals that they are his children, the queen is released, the sisters are punished 
and all live happily ever after. 
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 When we return to the royal bedchamber, Shahrazad tells the king that she has no more 
stories and insists that the king have her beheaded.  After he sends her to her doom, he is visited 
by the characters that made up the stories she had told him. They torment him, reminding him of 
the moral of each of the stories. He calls her back and she tells him a story without an ending, 
which is his story in truth.  He lifts the death sentence and everyone celebrates the end of the 
beheadings and the fact that the Queen is with child. 
 The Epilogue tells the story of Shahrazad and the King, it talks of how the stories were 
written down and made into a book that outlived both of them and their city.  It tells of how 
“when the desert sky is as dark as doom…and the sand glows silver in the moonlight…and on 
the site where the old city used to be…you can hear the sweet voice of a beautiful young woman, 
weaving magical tales into the night.” 
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Chapter 2 – Research and Concept 
 
 
 
 Once I was familiar with the script, I did a scenic breakdown (Appendix A). This 
information provided an idea of the locations of the stories and anything I needed to remember in 
order to create the specific environments needed, such as the need for a singing tree and a golden 
fountain for the final story. It also revealed that this script took place in over fifty separate 
locations.   
 At this point, I had not yet met with the director. There was a production meeting, via 
Skype, happening in the next few days and I wanted to have something to talk about and to show 
him so I began my research.  While I found a multitude of images that would be useful in this 
process, two in particular seemed to embody the essence of this script for me.  The first was of 
an archway with a single drape of fabric hanging down (figure 1). The second was of an 
incredibly ornate round bed that screamed “Royalty!” (figure 2).  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	  
Figure	  1	  -­‐	  Elegant	  Archway	   	   	   	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Figure	  2	  -­‐	  Royal	  Bed	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 I took my images, along with the rest of my research, and my scenic breakdown to the 
production meeting.   
 As Gabriel was in New York, the meeting happened via Skype with all of the production 
staff and their respective faculty members.  We each presented what we had come up with and 
discussed the production and it’s concept as a group.  Gabe mentioned that he liked the idea of a 
turntable of some sort that he could use to preset the different scenes.  After the meeting I headed 
into the studio to see what I could do with between my images and the director’s ideas. 
 The first model I worked up (figure 3), took that beautiful arch shape and combined it 
with the turntable and the elaborate bed.  To me the arch was iconic of the Arabian culture we 
were trying to evoke and the bed was the central figure in a story about storytelling.  In the 
script, the action always ended back up in the royal bedroom so I wanted to emphasize its 
importance. 
	  
Figure	  3	  -­‐	  First	  Model 
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  I took my model to Ron Keller the next day, and that was when I was made aware of 
some of the idiosyncrasies of the Hodges Theatre. I have never designed for anything other than 
a proscenium stage.  The Hodges is a modified thrust and I had to change my way of thinking 
about staging and sightlines.  My original design would have had terrible sightlines, the audience 
members on either side would not have been able to see into the turntable unit, nor would they 
have been able to see anything on the other side of it.  With Ron’s advice ringing in my ears, I 
went back to the studio. 
 This time, while I kept the beautiful arches, I moved two of them out from behind the 
proscenium and onto the small platforms in the house, under which the audience enters.  I shrunk 
down the turntable considerably, and created a smaller and more graceful bed (figure 4).  At this 
point, I was working with circle shapes in the set to symbolize the path the King took back to 
happiness.  I also added the graceful drape from one of my original research images coming 
down on the top of the royal bed. Additionally, I inserted a screen that came out from the 
bedposts, upon which the shadow puppet scenes could be played.   
	  
Figure	  4	  -­‐	  Second	  Model 
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 When I took this version to Ron, he pointed out that, while I had solved many of the 
sightline problems, the composition was now static and lacked energy.  We talked over possible 
solutions and hit on the idea of angles.  Instead of having nice, neat circles everywhere, why not 
echo the mosaic work, which the Arabian world is famed for, with the shape of the set itself?   
 The next evolution of the set did just that (figure 5). We kept the bed and the graceful 
drape and turned both the bottom platform and the upper turntable into octagons.  This seemed to 
make everything more dynamic and interesting.  When I showed this version to Ron he let me 
know that I was on the right track, but to take it even farther.  The arrangement I finally ended up 
with was a series of twelve-sided polygons.  The first was painted on the floor, the second 
brought up the deck nine inches and the third served as the bed turntable.  I also refined the bed, 
deciding the posts needed silver filigree in order to read as “royal”.  The archway was centered 
behind the bed, drawing focus to the center and to the bed itself. 
	  
Figure	  5	  -­‐	  Third	  Model 
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 Around this time, I had been talking with the costume designer for this production, Emily 
Atkins, a fellow graduate student.  From her I learned that the main characters were to be 
costumed in white and gold.  After that discussion, I decided that the main set colors should be 
blue and silver.  That combination seemed to be elegant, royal and neutral enough that we 
wouldn’t have the set clash with the costumes. 
 When working out the colors and paint treatments for the set, I knew that it had to be 
something that would evoke the culture of the script as well as the places the characters would 
visit in their travels. I went back to the mosaic idea Ron and I had talked about and came up with 
an arching mosaic pattern for the main turntable.  One of the things Gabe had talked about during 
our production meetings was “fields of stars” so I used that idea for the one step platform that the 
turntable was built upon.  I also backed the silver filigree of the bed with a deep midnight blue 
that I carried over to the archways (figure 6).  The entire set was then backed with a series of 
chiffon curtains in order to suggest the fabric draping of Bedouin tents.   
	  
Figure	  6	  -­‐	  Fourth	  Model 
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 One thing I knew about this set, was that it had to be many things and many places.  
There also needed to be onstage storage for props and costume pieces.  Because of that, I decided 
to make each side of the polygon turntable open in some way.  One side folded out into stairs, 
one would be a drawer, and others would have doors of different kinds.  I put the finishing 
touches on the model and headed out to our next production meeting (figure 7). 
	  
Figure	  7	  –	  Fourth	  Model,	  Finishing	  Touches 
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Chapter 3 – The Redesigns 
 
 
 
 This meeting with the director was in person, he had flown into Virginia for a few days in 
order to have auditions for the show.  We all talked about where we were in our respective 
design processes. We all showed each other our models and preliminary renderings. We bounced 
ideas off of each other and then went to auditions. 
 The next thing I heard from the director was that, while he liked my design, and though it 
was beautiful, it was not where he wanted to go with this production.  He wanted the set to be 
“magical, airy, light, transportive, and transformative.”  He also referenced the sand dunes of the 
desert and how they flow across the landscape.   
 After meeting with Ron about possible ideas, I immersed myself in images of sand dunes.  
I looked at how they were made and how they caught the light.  I noticed how they were in 
layers, as if they were created by giant hands pushing up from below.  I then tried to capture that 
imagery with a series of concentric, amorphous platforms (figures 8 and 9).  When I took these 
new ideas to Gabe, he told me I had the right idea, but didn’t quite have it yet.  These ideas were 
too amorphous, and seemed to shrink the playing space to just the top level.   
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Figure	  8	  -­‐	  Concentric	  Platforms	  A	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Figure	  9	  -­‐	  Concentric	  Platforms	  B	  
 
 I looked back over my research of sand dunes, tents, Arabian art and came up with three 
options to present to the production team.  I did quick floor plans and models of each of the 
options and then had a Skype meeting to talk to Gabe about which one to use.  The first idea 
(figures 10 & 11), he felt was too small, and the highest level did not give him enough playing 
space.   
	  
Figure	  10	  –	  Floor	  Plan	  1	   	   	   Figure	  11	  –	  Test	  Model	  1	  
The second option (figures 12 & 13) he felt was too far away from the sand dune motif, and had 
too small of a top platform.   
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Figure	  12	  –	  Floor	  Plan	  2	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Figure	  13	  –	  Test	  Model	  2	  
He liked the third layout (figures 14 & 15) and asked me to develop that idea further. 
	  
Figure	  14	  -­‐	  Floor	  Plan	  3	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   Figure	  15	  -­‐	  Test	  Model	  3	  
 I went back to my research on sand dunes to find the texture of the space, I decided to 
mold everything together as if it was a single dune in the desert and paint it in shades of tan and 
brown (figure 16 & 17).  
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Figure	  16	  -­‐	  Fifth	  Model	  View	  A	  	   	   	   Figure	  17	  -­‐	  Fifth	  Model	  View	  B	  
	  	  
When I brought this to Ron, he suggested that it was too earth-bound and didn’t feel “magical or 
airy”.   He suggested that we make the platforms appear to float, with a wide overhang.  After 
rebuilding the model, I had to conclude that it definitely brought the image into the world of 
magic instead of the mundane (figure 18). 
	  
Figure	  18	  -­‐	  Sixth	  Model 
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 When I showed this to Gabe, he loved it and asked me to advance this idea further.  We 
had talked about having seating for the actors somewhere on stage, so when they were not in a 
scene, they could join the audience.  In the previous model, the seating was all part of the unit. In 
this design, I separated the seating and made it various boxes and barrels, all topped with brightly 
colored pillows (figure 19).    
	  
Figure	  19	  -­‐	  Ensemble	  Seating 
There was one large unit in front of center house where the King could lounge while being told 
stories.  I also added six cubes which came out of the set itself which could be used to create the 
bed, table or other furniture on stage.  I chose the texture of a sand dune for the paint treatment, 
and a deep midnight blue for the platform facing and floor. There was a large opaque curtain 
going behind the platform unit for the shadow play and a set of chiffon curtains to either side 
which could be used to create canopies and other scenic elements. Gabe and I discussed this 
latest model and I created a floor plan so we could start building the set when we returned from 
the holidays (figure 20). 
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Figure	  20	  -­‐	  Sixth	  Model	  Floor	  Plan 
 When classes resumed, I took my model and floor plan to Ron. I told him about the 
conversations Gabe and I had over the break and how he was finally happy with this version. 
Ron asked me what I thought of the design, and I confessed that I absolutely hated it. I thought it 
was boring, uninteresting and lacked movement or beauty. Ron agreed with me and asked me 
what I could change to fix that problem.  He asked me if the sand dune treatment was really what 
I wanted, or if I could find a more interesting option than sand to make my world out of.  He then 
handed me two books, The Orientalists by Michelle Verrier and Arabic Art: After Monuments In 
Cairo by Prisse d’Avennes.  These two books contained the images that would fill in the final 
details of my design and make it something I could be proud of.   
 I went back to my original motif of mosaics.  The Arabic and Middle Eastern cultures 
contain artists whose work with stone and patterns are truly breathtaking and iconic.  I found that 
some of those images provided the final puzzle pieces of my design.  For the platforms, I was 
inspired by the idea of shapes; creating other shapes by the way they interact.  This idea was 
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reminiscent of the ensemble work in this production and this image from the Arabic Art book 
(figure 21) was perfect for the platform tops.   
	  
Figure	  21	  -­‐	  Motif	  for	  Platforms 
 It was enhanced with a braided pattern, used for an even larger star, which shaped the platforms 
themselves and drew the eye towards the center (figure 22).   
	  
Figure	  22	  -­‐	  Braided	  Motif 
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The entire image was then faded in and out as the wall in this painting (Figure 23). 
	  
Figure	  23	  -­‐	  Faded	  Wall 
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For the floor I chose a different mosaic pattern that used the same concept of shapes, and, 
incidentally, this is where I also found the hexagon shape which the onstage cubes eventually 
morphed into.  (figure 24 &25). 
	  
Figure	  24	  -­‐	  Hexagons	  1	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Figure	  25	  -­‐	  Hexagons	  2	  
 Once I had decided on my paint treatments, I had to devise a form that could be would 
convey them to our Scenic Charge Artist Alexandria Gogolin.  I created paint elevations in one 
inch scale and under Ron’s tutelage; they became true works of art. (figures 26-30).   
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Figure	  26	  -­‐	  Scenic	  Elevation	  1	  
	  
Figure	  27	  -­‐	  Scenic	  Elevation	  2	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Figure	  28	  -­‐	  Scenic	  Elevation	  3	  
	  
Figure	  29	  -­‐	  Scenic	  Elevation	  4	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Figure	  30	  -­‐	  Scenic	  Elevation	  5	  
 I then put all of these elements together into the final model (figures 31 & 32).  The 
difference between where the design had started and the final product was startling.  While many 
of the elements had remained from my initial ideas, the use of fabric and levels, it had grown to 
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an entirely new and delightful dimension.  The final step was to draft the plans so it could be 
built by our scene shop which meant that the bulk of the set design was finished (Appendix B).  
	  
Figure	  31	  -­‐	  Final	  Model	  View	  A	  
	  
Figure	  32	  -­‐	  Final	  Model	  View	  B	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Chapter 4 – The Build 
 
 
 
 My plates and painters elevations were turned in and the scene shop was busily working 
on the set. Next I turned my attention to the details and smaller elements of the design. 
 One of the things we had talked about extensively in meetings was the productions use of 
puppets.   The plan was to use puppets for four of the scenes.  In two of the scenes, the 
environments for the puppets to exist were to be attached to the underside of the hexagon tops.  I 
designed three very small sets for each of the two scenes we were going to use this technique for, 
the story of the Little Beggar and that of the Envious Sisters.  For the Little Beggar, I created the 
inside of the Tailor’s house, the exterior of the Doctor’s house and the stove and chimney for the 
Steward’s house (figure 33). 
	  
Figure	  33	  -­‐	  Little	  Beggar	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 For the envious sisters, we highlighted the difference in their weddings with a kitchen, a pantry 
and a beautiful royal garden (figure 34). The challenge with these pieces was keeping everything 
small enough to fit inside the hexagons, but having enough items there that the location would be 
instantly recognizable. 
	  
Figure	  34	  -­‐	  Envious	  Sisters 
 One of the challenges of this design was how it had to be so many different things and so 
many different places.  There were also scenes where items and people had to appear and 
disappear quickly and unseen.  To address those challenges, there were four trapdoors built into 
the set, a large one in the downstage platform and three smaller ones in the farthest upstage 
platform.  For the final story of the envious sisters, there needed to be a singing tree and magical 
golden waters.  These items had to appear out of two of the smaller traps but needed to have 
enough presence that they had to be larger than the two foot square the trap allowed.  I decided to 
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use umbrellas to keep them small enough to fit through the trap, but then they could open once 
on stage.  I made models of my ideas (figure 35) and got approval from the director to use that 
for the production. 
	  
Figure	  35	  -­‐	  Tree	  and	  Fountain 
 The next challenge to come was that of the soft goods.  The initial version of the set had a 
large muslin curtain, opening in the middle, to serve as a main drape and to project the shadow 
puppet images upon.  It also included a chiffon drape on either side which could be used for 
various scenes.  During the rehearsal process, Gabe decided he didn’t want the shadow curtain to 
be split down the middle, but would instead use the chiffon curtain as the main drape and have 
an unbroken shadow curtain.  The problem with this idea, is that the original shadow curtain was 
supposed to be almost forty feet wide, which due to the expense of that wide a piece of fabric 
and budget constraints, we compromised and ordered the fabric for a twenty foot wide, unbroken 
shadow curtain. 
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 The build was progressing, the set was in the space and it was time for the spacing 
rehearsal.  The morning of that rehearsal, I met with Gabriel in the space where he informed me 
that two of the areas of the set needed additional steps (figure 36).  
	  
Figure	  36	  -­‐	  Step	  Locations 
 Unfortunately, some directors aren’t able to mentally translate a floor plan and model to a 
realized set, this was the case.  While he had gotten the information about the height of those 
areas of the set, it wasn’t until he actually saw the real thing he realized that it would be a 
problem.  I went back to the drawing board and came up with elegant solutions for the issue 
(figure 37).   
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Figure	  37	  -­‐	  Step	  Solutions 
The finishing touch on the set was applying the platform facing.  I had decided that the facing 
needed to be made of fabric instead of wood and did dye tests with various swatches (figure 38).  
In the end, I decided to go with a royal blue spandex fabric, which was over-dyed with a Hudson 
sprayer in in layers of darker royal and navy blues (figure 39). 
	  
Figure	  38	  -­‐	  Over-­‐Dye	  Tests 
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Figure	  39	  -­‐	  Final	  Facing	  Fabric 
 With all aspects of the set design finished, it was time to turn my attention to my other 
responsibility for this show, puppets. 
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Chapter 5 – The Puppets 
 
 
 
 When I first talked to my professors and advisors about this production, one of the 
elements we all knew was going to be involved was a great many puppets.  The department had 
staff to build the set and to costume the actors, but they had not taken into account how many 
puppets this director wanted for Arabian Nights.  Because of this, I arranged with Neno Russell, 
my patternmaking professor, to costume the puppets for my Advanced Patternmaking class. 
 A Puppet Designer was hired, Christopher Hudert, and after meetings between the 
director, myself and Chris, a list of puppets to be built and costumed was generated (Appendix 
C).  That list included seven rod puppets for Little Beggar, six doll puppets for Envious Sisters, 
and various shadow puppets for Sindibad and Envious Sisters, one large ghoul puppet, two 
animal masks and a talking bird puppet.  
 Regrettably, there was a breakdown in communication between what Christopher thought 
he was responsible for and what we expected him to be responsible for. As a result of this, I 
ended up being Puppet Master, supervising a crew of four, instead of just the Puppet Costumer.  
None of us had any experience with puppet making, so it was time to start learning. Over spring 
break, I hand carved all seven rod puppets for the little beggar scene (figure 40) and puppets 
were well on their way.   
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Figure	  40	  -­‐	  Hand	  Carved	  Puppet	  Bodies 
While those were in progress, we turned our attention to the shadow puppets. It was decided that, 
instead of doing the traditional blacked out puppet, ours would be in full color.  For the puppets 
of characters, we used Emily Atkins’ costume design renderings to keep the images in the world 
of the play.  For those things that weren’t characters, such as ships, flying carpets and giant birds, 
I created images that stayed in the same theme.  All of these images were then transferred to 
Plexiglas and turned into shadow puppets (figure 41) by Danny Benzinger, my assistant. 
	  
Figure	  41	  -­‐	  Plexiglas	  Puppet 
 My focus then moved to the other puppets to be used in the play.  The puppets for 
Envious Sisters were muslin dolls that just needed to be dressed.  Using the scraps from the 
characters costumes, I recreated those costumes on the dolls with help from two of Neno’s 
advanced stitching students (figure 42).   
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Figure	  42	  -­‐	  Dressed	  Doll	  Puppets 
The ghoul puppet was actually a lot of fun to work on.  I took a burlap fabric and, along with a 
healthy dose of Sculpt-or-Coat, turned it into his face (figure 43).  
	  
Figure	  43	  -­‐	  Ghoul	  Face 
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We then used multiple fabric scraps, some LED lights provided by lighting, and some plywood 
to create an incredibly large and scary creature to be used as the corpse eating ghoul in Amina’s 
story (figure 44).  
	  
Figure	  44	  -­‐	  Finished	  Ghoul 
 I used the same technique for both the horse and dog masks, sculpting them over cardboard 
forms (figures 45 & 46).   
	  
Figure	  45	  -­‐	  Dog	  Mask	  	  	  	  	  	  	   	   	   Figure	  46	  -­‐	  Horse	  Mask	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The final puppet was that of the talking bird, for that I took a decorative peacock “borrowed” 
from the costume shop (figure 47) and used it for the base of what, I think,  became the most 
beautiful puppet in the show (figure 48).  
	  
Figure	  47	  -­‐	  Talking	  Bird	  In	  Progress 
	  
Figure	  48	  -­‐	  Talking	  Bird 
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 Now that we had at least a useable item for every puppet in the production, my attention 
returned to the, previously sculpted, rod puppets. Sadly, after I had finished only the first one 
(figure 49), we were informed that scene had been cut and the rod puppets would not be used. 
	  
Figure	  49	  -­‐	  Finished	  Rod	  Puppet 
 
 While learning to build all of these different styles of puppets was a fantastic learning 
experience, I wish that the process had been smoother.  The build progression was regrettably 
plagued with miscommunication, the adding of puppets not previously mentioned, and the 
removal of puppets from the show that had already been completed.  I don’t think any one person 
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was to blame for the problems we had, but it did highlight the importance of good 
communication when working on a collaborative project.  In retrospect, I learned an incredible 
amount while doing this particular aspect of the production. 
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Chapter 6 – Evaluation 
 
 
 
I have to admit that I did learn more during this design process, than during any show I 
have designed in the past.  I gained new skills, or developed old ones, in paint elevations, puppet 
construction, costuming, drafting and communication. 
 The paint elevations I created for this production were more detailed and better 
communicated my design than ever before.  The week I spent with Ron guiding my painting, 
teaching me about the wonders of gouache, and making me work on the painting until it was 
where it needed to be, could have been a college course all in itself.  In the past, I’ve always 
worked with acrylic paints. Learning that you could paint something in gouache, and then use a 
wet paper towel to remove it was eye opening. I used this technique on the overall design to 
create the look of sand-scoured mosaic. It enabled me to control where the design faded in and 
out to a much greater degree than if I had used acrylics. I wish I had encountered these 
techniques when I was still in undergrad, it would have made my “pre-VCU” design life so much 
easier. I plan to spend time in the future working with and learning this new medium for other 
productions. Being able to remove paint, as opposed to only add it to an elevation is incredibly 
freeing.  In addition, working in gouache and watercolor allowed me to build the painting up 
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using multiple translucent layers, something that enabled me to give the elevation more depth 
and realism than would have been possible otherwise. 
 Usually when I design a set, I also work as Charge Artist. In this case, working with the 
VCU Scenic Artists to translate the elevation to the actual stage floor was a new experience for 
me. There were definitely challenges during this production.  Our charge artist was new, this was 
only her second show in that position and there were times I felt that I had set her up for failure.  
The paint design for Arabian Nights was much more complicated than the play she had worked 
on earlier in the semester. It also required more advanced techniques than she had previously 
encountered.  For example, she is a very precise painter; her line work is even, consistent and 
detailed. My elevation called for a “sketchier” type of line work.  Where the lines in my 
elevation were not consistent in their thickness or coverage, the lines she painted on the stage 
were. This required her crew to have to repaint the detail lines to bring them more in keeping 
with my intentions for the design.  There were also times that it seemed she wasn’t actually 
seeing the elevation when she was working with it. She put details on the actual floor that were 
not in the elevation, the shadows she laid in were too thick and precise and again, portions on the 
floor had to be repainted.  I spent many a night in the theater helping her see the actuality of the 
elevation and showing her the painting techniques needed to create the right look. Once she had 
all of the detail work of the mosaic pattern on the floor, it took a series of glazes to create the 
look of the pattern fading in and out of the sand. This had to be demonstrated for her by Ron, as 
I’m not sure she’s ever worked with that technique before.  While the finished product was 
undoubtedly beautiful, I don’t feel it completely captured my original intention of being a 
structure that had been exposed to the elements for centuries and had decayed accordingly. 
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 Before Arabian Nights, I had never made a puppet out of anything but a sock.  I now 
have a brand new skill set in rod puppets, shadow puppets, mask making, giant monster puppets 
and talking birds. While intellectually I understood that pink foam board can be turned into 
puppets, seeing it done was a different matter.  The production team spent a lot of time with the 
director upfront, deciding where puppets would be used, and what kind of puppets we would use 
in those places.  
For the rod puppets, I spent the entirety of my spring break hand carving tiny heads and 
torsos out of pink foam with the smallest set of rasps I have ever seen.  Before I started on this 
set of puppets, I photographed each of the cast members who would be using them.  Using these 
photos as a guide, I attempted to make the puppet representative of the actor. When the scene 
using these puppets was cut, less than three weeks before opening, I was heartbroken. While 
some of the puppets ended up being used in preshow, it was an incredible amount of work for 
something that ended up not being part of the final product.   
I had never even thought about turning fabric into masks, this was the technique used to 
create the face of the ghoul and the heads of the horse and dog. For these pieces, I draped Sculpt 
or Coat impregnated fabric over premade forms. I used very different fabrics for the pieces, in 
order for them to blend with the rest of the production’s design esthetic.  For the ghoul I used 
rough burlap to accentuate the malevolent lines of his face. For the horse, a light white spandex 
was more appropriate for her more delicate form.  The dog was made of the same fabric the 
costume department used for the actor’s pants.  By using fabrics that already existed in the world 
we created, the masks blended seamlessly with the overall look. While this was an amazing 
learning experience, I’m still not entirely sure why the masks for the horse and dog were the 
responsibility of the puppet crew as opposed to costuming.  
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The puppets for the envious sisters scene presented the biggest costuming challenge.  
They were larger than the rod puppets so their costumes needed more detail.  While they were 
clothed in the same costumes as their larger counterparts, new patterns had to be draped in the 
correct scale. I had never realized how difficult it was to drape a costume on an eighteen inch 
doll.  One interesting road bump was that two of the puppets did not have real world equivalents, 
so we used costumes from other places in the show as inspiration.  
The shadow puppets were, by far, the most extensive part of this process.  While the 
original concept was to use the costume renderings as our images, there were not always 
appropriate costume renderings to use.  In addition, many of the images I was provided with 
were unable to be used because of copyright issues. I spent more time than I had originally 
budgeted creating new images for these puppets. The difficulties were not helped by the puppet 
designer randomly disappearing for weeks at a time.  There were times that I had to figure things 
out for myself as he was unavailable.  While it greatly advanced my problem solving skills, it did 
make this process more difficult than it should have been.  
Another problem was the, almost daily, adding and subtracting of puppets to be used.  
While I understand that the director was not entirely sure where he was going with these scenes, 
it did greatly increase the workload of the puppet crew.  The lack of guidance from the designer 
also made our lives more difficult as we had to solve problems without his input.  An example of 
this was the articulation of the shadow puppets; it wasn’t until we were into tech that he provided 
me with an articulation model, well after we had completed the articulated puppets.   
 As I mentioned earlier, the costuming of the puppets was for my Advanced 
Patternmaking class.  I suggested this initially because I had thought that it would be easier to 
drape clothes in miniature rather than in full size.  How wrong I was.  It is much more difficult to 
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make tiny clothing from scratch than to make regular clothes.  Just the procedure of draping the 
pattern and fitting the mock up was much more complicated that I had thought it would be. This 
was particularly a problem with the rod puppets because their little arms kept getting in the way, 
a problem I’ve never had with a dressmaker’s dummy.  In this case, I definitely outsmarted 
myself. One thing it did do, was make me more cognizant of the draping process, little tiny 
clothes are much less forgiving of mistakes than full sized ones.  It made me realize the 
importance of details, something that will serve me well in future designs. 
 Because of the uniqueness of my current job, where I’m the set designer and the technical 
director, I usually only provide myself with a scenic model and a few sketches before starting to 
build the set.  This production forced me to articulate my scene design to others in ways I have 
never done before.  It also forced me to think through my designs in ways I’m not used to. I 
spend a lot of time designing “on the fly”, something I could not do in this case.  I had to design 
the complete set before we started the build process; I wasn’t able to leave anything to “be 
figured out later.” The shop had to be able to function if I was not available, I mostly succeeded 
in this, but there were still several frantic phone calls. Many times this was because I did not put 
enough detail in the design elevations so things would need to be clarified.  An example of this 
was how to make the hexagons able to be opened but still able to be carried.  My intention was to 
use latches, but as I neglected to put that bit of information on the plans, the shop wasn’t sure 
how to proceed.    This was excellent discipline for me and something I hope I can continue to do 
in the future.  Articulating my ideas through an entire set of design elevations is something that I 
should have been doing all along, and I will make sure to continue this practice.  
I also encountered the “just because you designed it that way, we can’t always build it 
that way” concept. There were parts of my original design that did not make it into the final 
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product.  Part of the initial sand dunes idea was to cover all of the platform surfaces with a thin 
layer of foam, which was then covered with muslin.  This turned out to be too expensive for our 
budget. I think that the painted wood we ended up with was a much better solution though, 
because of how hard the actors were on the set and props.  If we had used my original idea, the 
crew would have been doing daily repairs on the deck surface.  
Something else I ascertained during this adventure is the importance of clear and concise 
communication between the director and the designer.  While the end product was fantastic, 
getting there was extremely difficult.  While I know that Gabe was trying to leave me as much 
artistic freedom as possible, there were times I wished that he would just tell me what he wanted.  
As a designer, I want to create a wonderful piece of art, but I also want to serve the needs of the 
performance itself and there were times that I had no idea how to do that.   Something I 
underestimated the importance of, in communicating with the director, is knowing the right 
questions to ask. If I had known how to ask him to articulate his wishes about the scene design, 
the entire process would have been smoother.  In addition, I’m going to now make a habit of 
verbally and visually walking a director through the set design to ensure there are no unpleasant 
surprises when the actors move to the set.  If I had done so in this situation, we would have had 
more time to create the additional steps, and other changes, that were necessary for the show’s 
movement patterns.  
 Another challenge was that of the endless meetings.  This director loves meetings; 
he particularly likes them if they are very long.  I have never spent as much time in conferences 
as we did during this production.  I spent less time with the production team during the last three 
shows I designed than I did during Arabian Nights. Unfortunately, all of this time together did 
not translate to good communication. Gabriel would make decisions during these meetings, we 
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would build the thing we had talked about, and then he would forget we had ever had that 
conversation.  This was incredibly frustrating and created more work for the crews. He would 
also make a decision, we would act on that decision, and then he would decide that he wanted it 
the first way. While sometimes he would have his change of heart before we started work on the 
project, this was not always the case and often led to wasted work and materials.  
 Something I have never encountered with a director before, was Gabe’s style of 
democratic directing, he would take informal votes on ideas with those present, a practice that 
frustrated the designers to no end.  When I have spent months creating the perfect design for a 
project, it’s very demoralizing to have something changed because the puppet designer or 
assistant choreographer thinks it would be more attractive their way.  In one case, the hexagons, 
we had to make a change because the actors were, inexplicably, unable to operate the latches on 
the tops. We ended up removing the latches and nailing the tops down, something that I think 
took a little magic out of the set and made us scramble to find other storage for the props and 
costumes that were originally in the hexagons.  We accomplished this by adapting some of the 
other seating choices into storage units, which was much less interesting or convenient.  In 
another, because Gabe decided at the last minute that the shadow curtain could not open in the 
middle, the chiffon curtains had to serve as the main drape.  This created moments where the 
theatrical illusion was shattered by being able to see the actors and crew through the chiffon. 
A bright spot during this process was working with the other designers. We were all 
suffering from the director’s decision-making challenges and so leaned more on each other than I 
think we would have otherwise.  Emily provided me with fabric swatches so I could find the 
right shades for my paint treatment, so that her costumes would not completely blend in with the 
floor. Christian, the lighting designer, came up with the brilliant idea to under light my platforms 
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with color changing LED’s, something that made the set look truly magical. I also worked with 
him on the shading of the set so his lighting design would be more effective.  Nathan, the 
projection designer, and I worked together incredibly closely in order to create the world of the 
shadow puppets.  It was common for him to find me, in the afternoon, to create images to be 
incorporated into the projection design that evening. 
While this experience has made me a better designer, props artisan, puppet master, and 
costumer, it’s made the most impact on my directing skills.  I learned, first hand, how much 
indecision and poor communication skills can impact a production team.  I also learned how 
important it is to have an overall vision for a project, and then stick to it.  
One last thing I learned on this production was that I can design something, and then turn 
it over to others to execute that design.  This is behavior I’ve been battling with myself for years.  
I’ve always been too much of a control freak to just let go.  This show taught me what a 
wonderful thing “letting go” can be.  I don’t have to do everything.  If something isn’t exactly 
how I envisioned, that’s ok.  Often the difference the other artists and craftspeople brought to my 
original idea made it exponentially better than it started out.   
 Am I happy with the design I ended up with? I can answer that with a qualified 
yes.  I think that, while it would have needed a lot of changes, my original design was more 
elegant and refined.  I believe that the blue color palette would have been more visually 
interesting and served as a better backdrop for the costumes. Because their colors were so 
similar, the show was less visually compelling than it could have been.  
 I set out to create a beautiful and functional set.  I did this.  While it was not the 
set I would have chosen, it was effective for this production.   I experienced firsthand, how 
vitally important effective, not necessarily frequent, communication is. I also learned how to 
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work with a difficult director and how to not say things I’ll regret later. I spent many production 
meetings thinking “what would Ron say” a practice that kept me from speaking before thinking. 
I feel that if I should work with a director like this in the future, there are steps I can take as a 
designer to make the process go more smoothly, such as physically walking the director through 
the space to ensure he understands the set completely.  I also believe that it would be a good 
practice to make sure there is a representative from stage management at all meetings to take 
comprehensive notes, those can then be used to refresh memories should the need arise. 
 Finally, I learned that, while some people can be incredibly frustrating to work 
with, it’s sometimes worth it.  The final product was breathtaking.  I never got bored watching 
Arabian Nights.  All of the design elements combined with the amazing acting, choreography 
and directing, created an evening of theatrical magic unlike any I have been a part of before and 
for this I am truly grateful. 
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Chapter 7 – Opening Night 
 
 
 
 “Long long ago in a faraway land, there lived a clever young girl called Shahrazad…”  
As I listened to Sierra’s voice ring out with the first lines of the play in the darkened theater, I 
reflected on our process and how it had brought me to this place in time.   
 I wish that this design process had been easier. It took five months to settle on a design 
for this production.  If the director had been clearer about letting his preferences be known for 
this script, that time could have been much shorter and there would have been considerably 
fewer redesigns.  I wish that we had more guidance from the puppet designer, while it was an 
excellent educational project for us to figure out how to create and complete all of these puppets. 
The process would have been significantly smoother if he had worked with us more than he did. 
I also, most sincerely, wished that I could have gotten more than the four hours of sleep a night I 
had existed on for the last few weeks. 
 Though there had been some negatives endured during this process.  I believed, whole 
heartedly that this set was the most beautiful I had ever designed and I had learned more during 
this process than I had ever before.  I learned new painting techniques to use for elevations, 
advanced my fabric dyeing skills, and had my first introduction to puppet making  I also knew 
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that none of it would have come to fruition were it not for Ron’s guidance and the dedication of 
the Shop Crew. There were tears in my eyes when the talking bird told Parizade that she was 
really the daughter of the king, because my hands had created that bird. 
 When the cast came out for curtain call and the audience gave them a standing ovation it 
filled me with joy.  Arabian Nights had truly become a “visually stunning” production as had 
been promised in the advertisements, and I was part of creating that. This was definitely the 
capstone of everything I had done at VCU and I was proud to be a piece of the glorious puzzle 
that is theater. 
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Appendix A – Scenic Breakdown 	  
	  
Arabian Nights - Scenic Breakdown 
Scene Story Location Notes 
        
Prologue   Vizer's home Bed 
    Palace Halls of the Palace 
      Palace window 
      Secret door 
      Tree? 
      Wedding Dance? 
    Vizer's home   
    Palace   
    Vizer's home   
    
Palace/King's 
bedroom Wedding Dance 
      High Bed 
      Cushions 
        
I-1 Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves Palace?   
    Forest Bush/Tree 
      Under tree/Front of Cliff 
    Cave Door   
    Cave inside 
Bright, Airy Cavern, 
Carved out of the rock like 
the holy dome of a 
mosque. Limitless riches 
    Forest   
    Ali's Home Bags of coins 
    Kasim's house Scales 
    Ali's Home   
    Kasim's Home   
    Ali's Home Ali's door 
    Forest Cliff 
    Cave door   
    Cave inside   
    Forest   
    Cave Door   
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    Cave Inside Quartered body 
    Ali's house   
    Kasim's house   
    Ali''s home   
    Forest   
    Cliff   
    Cave Door   
    Cave Inside   
    Forest   
    Kasim's Home   
    Druggist   
    Kasim's Home   
    Cobbler's shop needle, thread, blindfold 
    Edge of town   
    Kasim's house sewed together body 
      Key 
    Forest   
I-2 Temptation 
Palace/King's 
bedroom bed 
I-3 Ali Baba Continued Cobbler's shop 
needle, thread, shoe, gold 
coin, blindfold 
    Kasim's house   
    Forest Mules, 40 jars 
    Kasim's home/gate Jars w/thieves, 
    Kasim's yard   
    Kasim's kitchen 
Lamp, pan, oil, fire, food, 
wine 
    Kasim's yard   
    Kasim's home dagger 
    Wedding   
I-4 Threat 
Palace/King's 
bedroom   
I-5 The Story of the Little Beggar Street 
Scarf, green hat, 
tambourine 
    Tailor's home 
Meal bread,fish, large fish, 
sheet 
    streets   
    doctor's home exterior 
steps, door, coin, body, 
candle 
    doctor's home interior   
    Steward's roof chimney 
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    Steward's house stick, candle 
    
Marketplace/shop 
exterior   
    Police station/cell   
    Palace    
    Gallows 
box, noose, doctor's bag, 
fishbone, tweesers, robes 
of honor x4 
I-6 Warning 
Palace/King's 
bedroom   
I-7 
the Story of Es-Sindibad the 
Sailor City of bagdad 
heavy load, sweltering 
sun,  
    
Merchant's house - 
exterior   
    
Merchant's house - 
interior food, drink, hookas 
    Ship   
    Beautiful Island tree, egg 
    Huge egg/nest   
    Diamond valley diamond's, snakes 
    Eagle Nest   
    Mountains   
I-8 Dawn 
Palace/King's 
bedroom   
I-9 How Abu Hassan Broke Wind Marriage Broker Shop   
    Wedding banquet 
rice of 5 color, sherberts, 
goats, nuts, roast camel, 
Golder throne, sofa 
    Stables   
    Ship   
    Abu's hometown   
    Hut   
I-10 Awakening 
Palace/King's 
bedroom   
II-1 
The Story of the Wife Who 
Wouldn't Eat Market Square Horse, ribbons of blood 
    Palace    
    Sidi's home 
2 plates of rice, spoon, 
tweezers, case 
    Sidi's bedroon bed 
    Graveyard 
buried body, flesh, grave, 
earth 
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    Sidi's bedroon bed 
    Sidi's home basin of water/dog/stick 
    Street   
    Baker's shop bread, coins 
    Customer's house 
basin of water, bottle of 
potion 
    Sidi's bedroom Horse 
    Palace   
II-2 Promise 
Palace/King's 
bedroom   
II-3 
The Story of the Envious 
Sisters Poor area of the city   
    Humble house crack in the door/sofa 
    Palace   
    Pantry sacks of flour 
    Kitchen Pots and pans 
    Royal Garden Flowers 
    Palace   
    Palace Bedroom basket/dead dog 
    stream   
    
Stream through king's 
gardens Basket/Baby 
    Stewards house   
    Palace Bedroom Basket/dead cat 
    
Stream through king's 
gardens Basket/Baby 
    Steward's house   
    Palace Bedroom Basket/Piece of wood 
    Cell   
    
Stream through king's 
gardens Basket/Baby 
    Steward's house   
    
Steward's country 
house/garden knife 
    Road tree, ball 
    Mountain black stones 
    
Steward's country 
house/garden 
Bloody kinfe, necklace of 
100 pearls,  
    Road   
    Mountain bird, sword 
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Steward's country 
house/garden   
    Road cotton 
    Mountain bird 
    Forest 
singing tree, branch, 
fountain, silver flask, 
pitcher of water 
    Mountain   
    
Steward's country 
house/garden 
Bird, birds, branch, tree, 
marble pool, fountain 
        
    Forest   
    
Steward's country 
house/garden 
gold box with pearls, 
cucumber stuffed with 
pearls, 
    Palace dolls to be torn up 
    Queen's cell   
II-4 The Story without an Ending 
Palace/King's 
bedroom   
II-5 Epilogue     	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Appendix C – Puppet List 
ARABIAN	  NIGHTS	  
	  
VCU-­‐	  2014	  
	  
Puppets	  and	  Masks	  (9/11/13)	  	  
Note:	  	  This	  is	  a	  current	  list	  of	  potential	  puppets	  and	  masks.	  	  This	  list	  will	  be	  modified	  
and	  refined	  as	  we	  continue	  the	  design	  process	  and	  begin	  rehearsal.	  	  
Page	   	   Item	   	   	   	   	   Notes	  
	  
Prologue	  1	   	   Huge	  Bird	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	  	   	   Valley	  of	  Diamonds	  with	  	  Snakes	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	  	  	  
Ali	  Baba	  24	   	   Beggar	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	   	  	   	   Tailor	   	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	   	  	   	   Tailor’s	  Wife	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	   	  	   	   Maid	   	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	   	  	   	   Doctor	  	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	   	  	   	   Doctor’s	  Wife	  	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	  	   	   Steward	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	   	  	  
Sindabad	  31	   	   Young	  Sinibad	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Ship	   	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Egg	  &	  Bird	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Island	   	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Snakes	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Eagle	   	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Merchants	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Flying	  Carpet	  with	  Sinibad	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  
	  
Wife	  Who	  Wouldn’t	  Eat	  41	   	   Horse	  	  	   	   	   	   Mask/Costume	  	   	   Dog	  	   	   	   	   	   Mask/Costume	   	   	  	   	   Ghoul	   	   	   	   	   Large	  Puppet	  	  
Envious	  Sisters	  	  51	   	   Royal	  Baker	  	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	  
67	  	  	   	   Eldest	  Sister	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	  	   	   Royal	  Cook	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	  	   	   Second	  Sister	  	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	  	   	   King	   	   	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	  	   	   Youngest	  Sister	   	   	   Marionette	  or	  Doll	  59	   	   Rolling	  Ball	  	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Mountain	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Bird	  in	  Cage	   	   	   	   Small	  Rod	  or	  Hand	  Puppet	  	   	   Bird	  in	  Cage	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Singing	  Tree	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Fountain	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Pitcher	  of	  Water	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Flock	  of	  Birds	  	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	  	   	   Box	  of	  Pearls	   	   	   	   Shadow	  Puppet	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Appendix D – Production Photos 
All production photos courtesy of Roya Sodeifi 
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